
Cold Blooded Cafe  

 
MICE: (Price is per mouse) 

Type                                 1-150          151-499         500-999       1000+       Weight 
Small Pink(100/bag)        $0.45             $0.35               $0.30        $0.25         1.5-2.49grams  

Large Pinky(100/bag)      $0.45             $0.35              $0.30         $0.25         2.5-2.99grams  

Peach Fuzzy (100/bag)   $0.55             $0.45              $0.40         $0.26         3.00-4.49grams 

Fuzzy (50/bag)                $0.55             $0.45              $0.40         $0.26         4.50-6.99grams 

Hopper (50/bag)              $0.60             $0.50              $0.45         $0.35         7.00-11.00grams  

Small (100/bag)               $0.65             $0.55              $0.50         $0.45         7.00-12.99grams 

Medium (50/bag)             $0.75             $0.65              $0.60         $0.56         13.00-17.99grams 

Large (50/bag)                 $0.85             $0.75              $0.70         $0.66         18.00-29.99grams  

Jumbo (25/bag)                $0.95             $0.85              $0.80        $0.76         30+grams  

 

 RATS: (Price is per rat)  

Type                                  1-150            151-499            500-999       1000+      Weight 
 Pink (100/bag)                  $0.70            $0.60              $0.50          $0.40       5.00-12.99grams 

 Fuzzy (50/bag)                 $0.90            $0.80              $0.70          $0.60      11.00-20.00grams 

 Pup (50/bag)                    $1.40            $1.15              $1.00          $0.90       20.00-29.00grams  

Wean (25/bag)                  $1.55            $1.35              $1.20          $1.05       30.00-40.99grams  

Small (20/bag)                  $1.65            $1.60              $1.50          $1.35       40.00-84.99grams  

Medium (10/bag)              $2.00            $1.95              $1.75          $1.65       85-210 grams 

Large (10/bag)                  $2.75            $2.50              $2.00          $1.90       211-274.99grams 

Jumbo (5/bag)                  $3.50            $3.00              $2.35          $2.25       275-374.99grams  

Colossal (5/bag)               $4.00            $3.00              $3.00          $3.00       375-474.99grams 

Mammoth (3/bag)             $4.00            $3.00              $3.00          $3.00       475-600+grams 

 

Our price breaks need to match up with our bag counts. You will need to order enough 
bags to put you over 151 individual rodents. We apologize for any confusion, but our bag 
counts vary by size.  


